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Creator Abstract: J. Frank Dobie was a renowned Texas Folklorist, Author, Publisher, Historian and Medal of Freedom honoree.

Language: Materials are in English.
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Personal History

A large percentage of the items are signed by J. Frank Dobie and/or inscribed to the donor, H.C. Arbuckle III.

Scope and Content Note

Item types include books, periodicals, individual articles, newspapers, photographs, audio cassettes, drawings, prints, and pamphlets. The periodicals, photographs, drawings, prints, and pamphlets have been organized by item type. Individual articles and vertical files are kept together.

The books in this collection were reorganized by the Library of Congress classification scheme in order to conform to the library's organization of books. However, these books have been kept separate and not integrated into the special collection books' general population. Examples of the holdings include:

- Coronado’s Children: nine editions; a total of 23 copies
- The Longhorns: eight editions
- A Vaquero of the Brush Country: nine editions
- Apache Gold and Yaqui Silver: nine editions
- The Mustangs: ten editions

Arrangement of Collection

- SERIES I: ART, ARTIFACTS, and PHOTOGRAPHS
• SERIES II: “CHRISTMAS SERIES” BY YEAR

• SERIES III: PAMPHLETS

• SERIES IV: VERTICAL FILES and NOTEBOOKS

• SERIES V: PERIODICALS

Restrictions

Access Restrictions: None. This collection is open for research.

Usage Restrictions: The researcher assumes full responsibility for observing all copyright, property, and libel laws as they apply.

Index Terms

Personal Names
   Dobie, James Frank
   Arbuckle, H. C.

Organizations
   Southwestern Writers and the Texas Folklore Society
   Texas State Historical Association
   Texas Folklore Society
   Southwestern University
   University of Texas
   A&M Oklahoma
   Cambridge University

Locations
   Austin (Tex.)

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], J. Frank Dobie Collection, Coll. 426, Schreiner University, Logan Library Special Collections.

Inventory Statement

Inventories of all items except for the books are available on request. To find specific books in the collection please search the library’s online catalog at https://library.schreiner.edu